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BUCK KNIVES INTRODUCES NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2022 
 

 
 

 

Behind every Buck knife is over 120 years of experience and craftsmanship. Using the best materials and state-of-

the-art technology to handcraft knives that will perform for generations. With a dedication to providing the highest 

performance products of uncompromising quality, Buck Knives®’ new products for 2022 showcase Buck’s 

continual commitment to offering best-in-class value and craftsmanship.  

 

 

112 Ranger 50th Anniversary Edition  

Celebrating 50 years, the 112 Ranger is a famous and highly revered Buck classic. Introduced in 1972, the 112 

Ranger has a classic and unmistakable style that so many generations have come to know and love. Developed after 

the unprecedented success of the 110 Folding Hunter, the 112 features brass bolsters, a deep clip point blade, and a 

rich genuine ebony wood handle. Commemorating 50 years, the standard 112 Ranger features a custom blade 
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stamp to signify the anniversary. In addition, a commemorative model is available featuring the 50th blade stamp 

and custom handle medallion. Collected and desired by many, these 112’s will only be available in 2022.  

$100.00-$105.00 MRSP. Available now  

 

110 Hunter Sport & 112 Ranger Sport  

Meet the all-new Hunter and Ranger Sport. With the 110 Folding Hunter and 112 Ranger being two of the most 

famous knives around, we decided to elevate these models from their well-known classic design and make them an 

EDC capable of going wherever you go. The 110 and 112 Sport versions are made with more modern materials, 

such as a Bos heat treated S30V blade, lightweight aluminum frame, and rugged green Micarta® handles. The 

addition of dual thumb studs for easy one-hand opening, a Cerakote® coated pocket clip, and for the first time are 

assembled via screws rather than standard riveted construction allowing for easy maintenance when needed.  

$160.00-$170.00 MRSP. Available now 

 

110 Slim Pro TRX & 112 Slim Pro TRX 

Designed as a modern EDC alternative to the famous 110 and 112 models, the Slim Pro TRX series are thin and 

lightweight yet solid and secure. Featuring a Bos heat treated S30V blade, durable G10 handles in three colors, 

upgraded dual thumb studs, and a newly designed deep carry pocket clip. These new model also feature screw 

together construction for ease of maintenance when needed. 

$120.00-$138.00 MRSP. Available now 

 

040 Onset   

Modern, sleek and tough, the 040 Onset is the upgrade your EDC collection needs. With a full flat grind Bos heat 

treated S45VN blade and black G10 handle this framelock combines performance and strength for any use. Ball 

bearings and a styled flipper ensure smooth, one hand opening, while a removable clip allows for easy carry. 

$220.00 MRSP. Available now 

 

261 Hexam & 262 Hexam Assist  

The 261 Hexam and 262 Hexam Assist are sleek and secure folders designed to meet your everyday needs. The 

drop point 7Cr steel blade provides excellent performance and the injection-molded plastic handle features a 

textured pattern to give this knife a steady grip for safe use. The new SUR™ Lock button mechanism locks the 

blade both open and closed for further increased safety. The 261 Hexam features SafeSpin™ technology with a 

blade flipper and rotator to provide easy yet secure deployment, allowing you the option of never touching the 

blade.  

The 262 Hexam Assist utilizes an assisted blade flipper for quick deployment; simply pull the button back and use 

the flipper to activate deployment. These models are fitted with an anodized aluminum handle available only on the 

262 Hexam Assist.  

$50.00-$62.00 MRSP. Available February 2022 

 

263 HiLine   

A sturdy everyday carry that features a robust D2 cleaver blade designed for cutting, slicing, or chopping. Ball 

bearings allow for easy opening and the blade is secured while in use by the framelock. The HiLine is built with a 

gray anodized aluminum handle, a G10 onlay, and titanium coated fasteners in an antiqued bronze finish. A 

stonewashed stainless steel pocket clip allows you to take the HiLine everywhere you go.  

$55.00 MRSP. Available now 

 

264 Cavalier   

This sleek, framelock folder is the perfect choice for an upscaled EDC. Featuring a gray anodized aluminum handle 

with a carbon fiber inlay and pop of color from the blue anodized pivot. This slim knife utilizes ball bearings and a 

blade flipper for smooth, seamless opening. The stonewashed, stainless steel pocket clip lets this knife ride easy in 

your pocket.  

$55.00 MRSP. Available now 
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